
To: Senator Chris Van Hollen, (D/MD) 

 Democrat Party Leadership 

 

cc: Senator Ben Cardin, (D/MD) 

 Representative Jamie Raskin, (D/MD/8) 

 Trif Alatzas, Editor, Baltimore Sun Papers 

 Jeff Barker, Baltimore Sun Papers 

 Bryn Stole, Baltimore Sun Papers 

 Jason Alt, Editor, New Jersey Courier-Post 

 David Corn, Mother Jones Magazine 

James Carville, Democratic Strategist 

Bill Maher, HBO/Real Time 

Other Media 

 

From: Mr. Andrew J. Wildman, Independent 2022 Candidate for Maryland US Senator 

 Founder of the Independent Party of America (TIPA) 

Date: May 11, 2022 

Re: Legislative Solution Challenge Number One – US Immigration Control 

The People’s Simple Solution – Closing Our National Borders in May 2022 

The Side-Benefit of Disrupting the US/Mexico Drug Flow 

 

Dear Senator Van Hollen:   

Good greetings to you.  Admittedly, you probably have not even heard about my campaign until 

just now.  Your staff could get caught up on my campaign plans and the TIPA Platform website 

at CommonSense2nd.com.  Thus, we are opponents for your current US Senate seat.  Best of 

luck to you Chris, but of course I pray that I will win!   

I am certain this is not a normal communication between Congressional campaigns.  Of course, 

these are about as far from normal times as we can get.  I was advised that this was wasting my 

time, but the bottom line here is serving the Common Good of our Citizens.  Action needs to be 

taken regardless of Party or politics.    

This initial Legislative Solution letter is also to introduce what I consider to be one (1) of our 

nation’s most urgent problems. Finally controlling our sovereign borders.    

That said, the purpose of this campaign letter is to bring this viable and publicly acceptable 

Immigration Reformation proposal to your attention. And through you directly to the Democratic 

Party leadership.  These few pages provide a clear profile of the solution proposal.  There is far 

more on the website.  

This Challenge has two (2) parts.  

First, of course to obtain your public response on the Immigration Solution proposal 

presented herein.  Because all that Congress is doing is continuing to kick the can down 

the road. Both Parties are at fault. The Republicans cannot claim any high ground.   
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The second, is challenging the Democrat Party leadership to embrace this aggressive 

immigration proposal and implement it immediately.   

Before we review the key points of the People’s Immigration Reformation Proposal, let us 

review some relevant Human Statistics.  

Below the Bottom Line Numbers 

These few numbers seriously frames the situation and absolute failure the current Immigration 

system has been for decades.    

First, the Federal government openly acknowledges that there are an estimated ten (10) million 

unknown IOs walking free within our borders.  Evenly spread over those 36 years, it averages 

277,777 IOs per year!! The same population as Plano, Texas; and Newark, NJ!!   

Second, according to the group called, TRAC, the US Immigration Court has a current backlog 

of 1,755,934 cases.  Of course, none of which are the IOs!  Texas alone has 281,957 cases.  And 

their Congressional delegation won’t touch the problem.      

A final perspective, is detailed in the year 2000 and year 2020 US Census events. It documents 

our nation’s Citizen population racial growth.   

Citizen Racial Grouping  2000  2020     Growth % Growth 

White    196,000,000 197,271,953  1,271,953  Less 1% 

Black/African   36,000,000  43,984,096  7,984,096    22% 

Asian     10,000,000  19,366,132  9,366,132    93% 

Hispanic or Latino   37,000,000  60,724,312           23,724,312    64% 

• The White population went up less 1.3 million in 20 years. That is either practical or 

somewhat disturbing and will be discussed another time.  

• The Hispanic citizen count increased an average of 1.2 million per year!   

• In the year 2000, the Hispanic citizen population was already 1,000,000 more than the Black. 

By 2020 that number grew 17,000,000.   

That is what we can rightly declare as un-controlled US Border System.  So, if the Federal 

government cannot or will not operate a controlled Border flow, then We the People do Demand 

that it be shutdown. This on-going national disaster is the failed responsibility of every Session 

of the US Congress and White House Administration and both Parties for the last 36 years.   

It is time, for the People to Lead our lost leaders…  
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The People’s Immigration Reformation Proposal 2022 

The vast majority of the public desires to have the US/Mexico border to be Closed in this month 

of May, 2022.  The same with the US/Canada border.  

The People’s Immigration Reformation proposal declares that the Federal government will take 

the following legislative actions.  Several of these Reforms will need to implemented under 

emergency authorization while Congress formalizes the required legislative changes.  

1. The Borders will be closed to migrant traffic no later than May 31, 2022.   

2. After the closure, Closed means closed!  No new Immigrant Case Files (ICF) will be created.  

3. No Refuge claims or any other treaties or agreements will be honored.  All are closed down.   

4. No person that steps foot on our land – is allowed to remain in the US.  No babies either.     

5. No Chain migration.  

6. No babies born on US soil to Illegal migrants or legal “visitors” will be eligible of 

citizenship.  No more!  

7. We will immediately place our troops along the entire 1,962-mile US/Mexico border and for 

at least one (1) year.   

 

As an unintended side-benefit of this proper military action, we will deal a crushing blow 

against the Drug Flow out of Mexico, too!!  As a guaranteed result, Mexican supplied drugs 

will start killing fewer of our people every day!   

 

8. The US/Canada border is of less concern, but will also have No new Immigrant Case Files.  

9. All US International airport Immigration Offices will begin tracking and enforcing Overstay 

violations.  Airports are responsible for at least half of all Illegal Occupants (IOs). They just 

fly into our airports and disappear.  It is ridiculous and unchecked.   

10. Implementation of the American National Identifier Program (ANIP).  The missing link in 

American population management.   

I am presenting this practical solution proposal, for our future actions regarding the out-of-

control Immigration System.  This Immigration proposal has widespread support – over 65% 

among all types of Americans.  Frankly, the Democrat Party needs to wake up to that reality, if 

they want to be relevant to the Masses in the Summer and Fall of 2022.   

Therefore, with all due respect, I am challenging you and the two (2) other Maryland Democrat 

members of the US Congress to take the Immigration Reformation Proposal to US House and 

Senate leadership.  And to the White House.   

IF you were to do that, I do predict that the group will “privately” agree that the People’s 

Immigration proposal is a viable approach.   However, I also predict that the group would rather 

not touch it!  There is the Democrat’s challenge!   

Note: I do offer that my professional career was 35-years in the Information Technology (IT) 

Industry.  I am a Systems Analyst and Designer, and a business problem solver.  For several 

years in the 1990’s, I worked as consultant to the US Immigration and Naturalization Service 

(INS). Myself and another guy wrote an upgrade to the IT system used to perform passenger 

check-in at US airports and land border crossings.  I inform you of that, so you know I have first-
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hand experience working with INS staff at HQ in Washington, DC and along the US/Mexico 

border, as well.  

If the Democrat Leadership Group decides, No! 

Thus, nothing is done is 2022 to stop the border abuse, for whatever unspoken reasons and 

excuses. They will be confirming to vast majority of the Public that want this legislation, that the 

Democrats in Congress are really not up to the job.  And then we will see how the 2022 

Congressional Campaign goes from there.  

If the Democrat Leadership Group decides, Yes! 

First of all, it will be a tremendous shock to the nation!  Democrats actually doing the correct 

thing on Immigration.   

Then, that group will begin to implement the proposal.  Starting with announcing the Border 

Closure Date for as soon as possible in the month of May 2022.  BUT, no later than May 31, 

2022.  Once the orders are given from DC, the Borders crossings could be Closed in 48 hours.  

We will not put up with any delays while they think about it.  Just do it!   

The Congress and White House will issue orders to the Pentagon to send troops to the 

US/Mexico border in coordination with the Governors of California, Arizona, New Mexico, and 

Texas.  Then, will begin submitting legislation to put the other parts of the Reformed 

Immigration System in motion immediately.   

To be clear!  This is a comprehensive solution to controlling our national borders and managing 

the people living here short or long-term.   

It also has the unexpected benefit of blocking much of the Mexican Drug flow.  What will be 

interesting to observe is the overt pro-uncontrolled immigration lobbying effort not to do this.  

And how the covert Drug Cartel lobbying effort will work to prevent having actual troops across 

the entire US/Mexico border.   

Now for a bit more detail on the proposal.    

o     o     o     o 
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The People’s Simple Solution 

Closing Our National Borders by May 31, 2022 

 

“We, the Fully Aggravated American Public Demands that All non-Annual Quota 

Immigration is to be Suspended Immediately and Permanently”. 

Therefore, by the Power granted to us by the US Constitution – We the People, are granting the 

US Congress and the White House Administration, our collective permission to implement the 

TIPA Immigration Reformation Proposal overviewed below.   

We the People believe in the KISS method of problem-solving.  Which means, “Keep It Simple 

Stupid”. 

Therefore, stated so that even the members of the US Congress could understand it, 

“Just close the damn Borders!” 

It is that simple, folks.  That is all we need to do.  And do it NOW!! 

1. Under this historic legislation, the Biden Administration and the US Congress will announce 

the total Suspension of Immigration to a stunned and thankful American public.  

2. Our Border Patrol agents could implement that Cut-off procedure in a single day! 

3. Just no more cases will be created.  In all those 36-years the US Congress could not figure 

that out.  Thus, we will lead them to it!     

4. All they need to do at the Borders is take-in NO NEW IMMIGRANTS and create NO NEW 

CASE FILES.  No one comes in, period!   

5. Should anyone step foot on our land, they will not be processed in any way other than being 

immediately hustled to the nearest Port-of-Entry and released to the Mexican police or 

military.  The very people that both allowed and profited from them traveling some 1,500 

miles north to America.   

6. The Suspension will be immediately known to all nations of the World and to the Mexican 

government, in particular.  Then Mexican President Andres Obrador will then declare the 

permanent shut-down the northern flow of migrants that Mexico has allowed for decades, for 

profit.  Mexico also dumps more of its own population into America each year.  

7. So-called Chain Migration will be ended. That back door will be closed.  

8. For IO women and those with actual Case Files that somehow give birth on our soil, 

especially in less than nine (9) months – we will no longer grant citizenship. That back door 

will also be closed.       

9. Title-42 – No Longer an Issue – After closing the US/Mexico border in May, we can forget 

about that legislation lapsing or not.  Because no one will be coming in.  Migrants will 

continue to wait for their Case File hearing in Mexico – not in US Territory.  They will wait 

in Mexico as long as the Mexican government will put up with it.  Or they could go home 

and wait or just drop their case altogether.  The same applies to any babies dropped over the 

Wall.   We the People are really fed up with the whole thing and Congress needs to finally do 

their job.   

10. Bluntly stated.  The US Congress and every White House Administration for four (4) 

decades talks about how Mexico is our partner in fighting both the migrant movements to the 
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North and against Drug Trafficking.  We the People, all know that is purely BCS – Beyond 

Common Sense…   

I expect there will be a rather loud public debate over this Suspension.  But it will soon pass 

because this is exactly what this vast majority of the Public – and the Voters, in particular 

demands. To see their Immigration Reformation proposal implemented immediately.   

Frankly, our current “Immigration and Border Security systems” is nothing of the sort.  It is 

functionally structured to allow thousands of regular and IO migrants to have “easy” access into 

our nation every day.  And in allowing the free flow of nice things cocaine, fentanyl, and heroin 

across our borders.   

It is a natural fact that people can’t overdose on something they cannot get… 

 

Military Support Required – Our Only Way to Stop It 

Now we are down to real business!  Acting to Halt the constant invasion.  

We will appropriately deploy our military personnel across the entire 1,962 miles of the 

US/Mexico border for at least one (1) year and probably longer.   

However, We the People, may need to start the Border Watch with our own 2022 

Minuteman and Minutewomen from across the nation.  To stand Guard until the 

Congress wakes up and our troops are deployed to defend the Homeland!   

But only if the government resists deploying the troops. To effectively block the already 

building annual Northern Rush! I guarantee you that there are many citizens that would 

willingly volunteer to go to the border, if asked.  Not intending to be threatening at all, 

but such reactive public action could happen.   

This is hard policy folks and the ONLY WAY to stop the unwanted migrant flow.  To say 

nothing about interrupting the Drug flow.  That is answered prayer, folks.   

Again, the unexpected second and very significant benefit of having our troops along the border, 

is that it will surely interrupt the flow of hard drugs coming in from Mexico – and very 

substantially.  So, then our “Friends in Mexico” can stop sending us Heroin, Fentanyl, Cocaine, 

and other killing agents.  Fentanyl is a synthetic, opioid drug that is 50 times more potent than 

Morphine.  It is responsible for more than 80% of overdose deaths in Maryland this year.   
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Troops are Required at the US/Mexico Border 

Speaking of oddly Revolutionary.  It is America, Declaring to the World that our borders are 

Closed to all non-Quota entry.  The Canadian and Mexican borders, and all international 

airports!  “No More New Immigrant Case Files” will be created. Airport Overstays that account 

for half of the IOs – will be tracked.  Violators will be found and deported – possibly along with 

whomever they are staying with.   

As an immediate benefit, the smugglers currently forming Mexican “Summer caravans” will be 

stopped once their customers learn we really closed the borders. I wonder if they give refunds?  

From then on, it will be by-invitation-only immigration through our Embassies in any country.  

That is control!  

In hard reality, to make this Suspension actually work, we will be required to place American 

troops along the entire US/Mexico for at least one (1) year, but could be longer.   We currently 

have many of our military people sitting in-country that could easily be reassigned under State 

Governor control along the border.  We also have 56,000 troops in Japan and 35,000 in 

Germany.  So, there is no problem having the troops to do it.  We could be talking some 25 to 

40,000 troops in rotation.  We got that!  The Pentagon’s logistics staff will have that planned 

rapidly.  In a manner of weeks not months, the basic troop coverage could be in place and 

securing our border.   

Now, on a tough note.  It is sad to need to say this, but we really do not want any of the 

poor Ukrainian refugees to come here.  In my personal opinion, in this case Europe needs 

to take care of their own.  We have our own Hemisphere to deal with!   

By rude comparison, there is no humanitarian crisis in Mexico, Central and South 

America (MCSA) nations.  It is simply multiple businesses in operation on BOTH sides 

of the US/Mexico border.  They all need to wind down.  This flow is nothing more than a 

bad habit and has given MCSA people the attitude that they are somehow entitled to 

violate our sovereign borders every year.  Wrong and no more.    

Yes, it is reality check time, everybody.  Every nation needs to take care of their own population 

and quit dumping their people wherever they can.  Our American immigrant nation – is full-up 

and closed.   

The “No Rooms Available” sign is being posted!   

 

American National Identifier Program (ANIP) Implementation  

The Technical Centerpiece of Our Solution  

To be crystal clear!  If we do not properly and promptly implement the ANIP along with closing 

the borders and tightening all future immigration – we might as well not bother at all.   

The critical data component of TIPA’s true Immigration Reformation proposal is the immediate 

implementation of the ANIP.  Almost every other nation in the world uses that data to manage 
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their citizens and other Legal Occupants (LOs).  Our Social Security Number and/or State 

Driver’s License are grossly inadequate and never intended to serve that purpose.   

The ridiculous fact is that we do not have a working National Id!   

The unique Citizen Id is critical mass in any viable Population management system.  Thus, our 

nation functions like a warehouse with over 330,000,000 parts, all without inventory control part 

numbers.  Additionally, somebody keeps backing up to our warehouse loading docks and just 

dumps thousands more un-numbered parts in the door.  To date, the government admits some 

10,000,000 “or so” Illegal Occupants (IOs) that are floating all around in our warehouse.   

No way to manage our population…  

 

Another Human Statistic 

A few weeks ago, “60 Minutes” reported that there was a shortage some 4,000,000 houses in the 

US.   

A report in the New Jersey, Courier-Post now reports that number to be more like 7,000,000.  

Enough said.   
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Finally, Why They Never Talk About Airport Overstays 

Because they want it that way, why else!?  

An immigration “overstay” is typically someone that enters our nation via our international 

airports.  They of course, have a valid travel Visa from their nation.  They may enter with a 

round trip ticket, but have no intent of leaving any time soon, and certainly not by the date they 

wrote on their airline Travel Declaration.  They just cancel the return flight.   

They come in with packed suitcases and often with extra travel bags and/or boxes.  The staff at 

Dulles International airport sees it regularly.  The Immigration process does generate “Overstay 

Reports”.  I saw some of them myself in the 1990’s.  They go nowhere.   

Of course, I expect they still do not enforce Overstays.  The Plain Truth. More than 50% of all 

IOs enter via airports.  A main reason why Overstays are not tracked and prosecuted is that the 

airlines have always hammered the FAA and Immigration management not to complicate 

passenger loading or unloading.  

This totally uncontrolled flow will suddenly become very controlled.  Violators could very well 

be deported and their “friends” may also be.  It will be interesting to see who pushes back on 

stepped-up Overstay Tracking and enforcement procedures. So, there it is.    

The Democrat’s Decision 

I will close this letter to you with my political perspective on the Democratic Party and their 

2022 Election concerns.  While first stating my true intent is to run Independent TIPA Platform 

candidates in as many races as possible this election against both Parties.  If elected, I will be 

working more with Democrats, so it would be productive to start doing it right now!   

First, the Republican Party over the last six (6) years has shown itself to be a growing cancer on 

Democracy. Also, they blatantly only serve the Wealthy and 8 to 10 Big Industries.  They are 

against the environment, and want nothing to do with the Common Good of our citizens. Their 

Party is dying and for the good of the nation we need to promote that decline.   

As I have written before, in the last decade the Democrats are increasingly focused on every 

minority or special interest group they could find, including immigrants. While some related 

legislation and considerations were certainly appropriate, the Progressive (Liberal) Democrats 

have gone extreme and the general public is tired of it.  And very bluntly!  The Democratic Party 

seems to have all but forgotten that White Males even exist!  And we do not appreciate it.  Yes, I 

said that because it is the Plain Truth!  And you know it.  This uncontrolled immigration is one 

(1) of our Hot Buttons that you better start addressing.  

Right now, the Immigration crisis is ruining the Democrats, even with some people that support 

immigration.  The Democratic Party “could” use this Immigration Reformation proposal to take 

strong action against immigration and the Drug Crisis. Just blame it on me if that is easier!  It 

does not matter that this proposal was not developed by Congress.  What matters to the Public is 

that the Democrats “finally” stepped up and pulled the trigger on viable solutions. The Party 

could and should do it!   

o     o     o     o 
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About a Three-Party Political Campaign in 2022  

So, what is the Electoral Plan?   

First, to work to replace as many Republicans in the US House and Senate, as well as in 50 State 

Legislatures.  Especially, the 20 Senate Republican seats up for election in 2022.  They are to be 

considered to be the little dictator, Senator Mitch Mc Connell’s legislative blockade against 

anything good for the American Masses.   

And we could go after the House Republicans and be rid of some of their crazies.  

Then, there are the Democrats.  Besides, working to win Democrat seats, my problem-solving 

hope is that some of your incumbents been embracing the TIPA Platform.   

The Republicans are failing because they really do not care about people. The Democrats should 

have a moderate, problem-solving platform which they do not.   

My thoughts for Democrats on the coming 2022 political circus. There are a good number of 

House Democrats that are retiring due to fear of the Republican leadership.  My 2022 goal here 

is to run Independent TIPA Platform Candidates (TPC) for those open seats.  However, I 

challenge those retiring Democrats to consider either to run as a Democrat and publicly embrace 

the TIPA starting with stopping Immigration.  Or, to become a new TPC their self and run for 

your current seat.  Either way, the common goal between Democrats and TIPA Independents is 

to keep and take as many seats from the Republican as possible.   

Because our nation will not do well if the Republicans totally control the US Congress starting in 

2023 or maybe ever again!  I believe that most of the Voters, the American Electorate are not 

pleased with either Party or their lack of a prudent Platform.  And I believe the People are not 

thrilled with the idea of Republicans taking numerical control of both Houses.  But the Voters 

need some encouragement that the Democrats are coming to their senses in order to keep them in 

office. Immigration would be a great place to start!  You get the idea. 

50 State Legislatures 

And, finally we will confront the chaos in 50 State Legislatures where the Republicans are 

playing divide and conquer.  Again, the Public knows and is disgusted with how messy State 

politics is getting with issues such as abortion, racial education, and sex/gender education.  These 

are the Republicans regular scare and divide and conquer and raise more campaign donations 

and get votes routine.   

They are against national legislation that generally serves the will of the Masses. Rather working 

under the cover of “State’s Rights” to serve the 30% or less – for donations and votes.     

The challenge here is to replace State Republican legislators that are sold-out on keeping their 

precious jobs.  

What both Parties do not talk about is that there is still very adequate time for Independents and 

“Reformed” Democrats to run as either non-Party Affiliated Petition candidates or utilize the 

Write-In option.  The Write-In option can work, is available in most States, and usually does not 

require Candidate Filing until a few weeks before the November election.  Of course, our TIPA 
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candidates will file well before that and begin campaigning.  My campaign will use one (1) of 

those options.   

The clue that will join our Independent Third-Party Movement, the Voters, and our candidates 

together is the TIPA 40+ Proposal Platform.  Neither Party can touch it.  Our candidates will 

fully support the TIPA Platform that the American People desire, want, and need!  NOW!   

The Platform website CommonSense2nd.com presents some draft US Amendments. One of 

which is on Abortion Rights.  It allows safe and available abortion services in the first Trimester, 

only!  After that, the Mother’s life must be at risk or that there is something medically wrong 

with the fetus.  Then, the Mother and doctor will decide what course to take.  Other than that, the 

government and religious opinions can frankly go to hell and mind their own families. The 

Public wants that exact Amendment.  

o     o     o     o 

In Closing 

Sorry for this typical Public style closing.   

 

As I believe I must reiterate here is that I am a hard-core political Independent.  I have written 

against the Republicans and the Democrats for years.   

The American Reformation 2022, is about saving American Democracy in 2022.  And its 

mission is to support the Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness for you and those you love 

and otherwise care about – and the 330,000,000 of our fellow men, women, and children citizens 

that we shall never, ever meet.  God bless us, everyone.    

 

So, there it is. At long last, real and publicly acceptable solutions to more than one (1) of our 

long-standing national problems.  Stopping unwanted immigration, disrupting the hard drug flow 

into our nation, and in time re-directing budget dollars from needless Immigration processing to 

programs that help our citizens.   

 

These are our Choices and Demands to make!   

 

Respectfully, A J Wildman  

www.CommonSense2nd.com 


